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1. Objective 
 

 Charity Navigator is a non-profit organization that seeks to quantitatively rank charities based on 
financial, and transparency metrics. Charity Navigator’s ultimate goal is to distributing knowledge about 
the philanthropic marketplace in an easy and efficient manner to overcome national and global 

challenges. By 2011, the company has gained traction and has been named as “nation's largest and most-
utilized evaluator of charities” (1). Given categorical data, tabular quantitative data, text impact data, and 

ranking of charities, a larger picture can be drawn by using LDA () to glean information from text data to 
inform Charity Navigator’s ranking system. By using a text approach, Charity Navigator can understand 
what charities think about themselves, rather than what they can financially provide. When used in 

conjunction with impactful financial data, text analytics will provide an additional layer to hone the 
current implemented ranking process.  
 

2. Background 
  
 Charity Navigator receives financial data about charities through their IRS Form 990 that 

provides information on a charities tax return. These financial statistics are used to evaluate the charity in 
seven key performing areas, and deliver an overall Financial Health statistic. Most of the data delivered 
by Charity Navigator reflected financial areas, including working capital, total liabilities, total net assets, 

administration expenses, program expenses etc. In addition to financial data, Charity Navigator provided 
text data on behalf of GuideStar, an organization that asks charities five essential questions in order to 

measure the success of the charities and how they view themselves. Those five questions are as follows: 
1. What is the organization aiming to accomplish? 
2. What are the organizations key strategies to make this happen? 

3. What are the organizations’ capabilities to do this? 
4. How will they know if they are making progress? 
5. What have and haven’t they accomplished so far? 

 
Currently, Charity Navigator has not involved these text responses in how they rank charities. 

However, with further insight as to how charities view themselves, it is possible to include non-financial 

developments as another factor in the ranking process. 
  
  



3. Results and Discussion 
a. Financial Data vs. Overall Rating 

 A preliminary analysis on the financial data was performed in order to see ourselves what the 
kind of correlations existed between financial data and the overall rating. A confusion matrix was made in 
order to linear correlate all the data, and then the results were processed in a visually appealing manner. 

The confusion matrix is able to relate given data to describe the performance of a classification model. 
Figure 1 below is representative of this information. The increasing gradient of blue represents the degree 

of positivity from 0 to 1 and the increasing gradient of yellow represents the degree of negativity from 0 
to -0.074. The more positive the number, the more linearly correlated they are. Hence, across the diagonal 
there is a 1:1 correlation as represented by a very dark blue. All the other financial features tested against 

each other was somehow related to one another, as seen by the relatively dark shades of blue. However, 
when comparing the column and row of the overall rating, there is almost no correlation, as all the boxes 
are very light. Hence, the financial data was clearly not linearly correlated to the overall rating.  

 

 
Figure 1: Visual result of financial data vs. overall rating 

 
  



b. Initial Text Processing 
 Using the GuideStar information and removing all the common words in the English language 

(‘the’, ‘a’, ‘of’, ‘it’), a word cloud was made to initially see if the data is viable and uses words that depict 
a philanthropic topic. Figure 2 below is the result of the word cloud, with some of the more frequently 
used words being programs, program, community, work, children, health, and education. Since these 

words are associated with ultimate goals of certain charities, additional analysis was performed. 
 

 
Figure 2: Word Cloud on GuideStar Information 

 

 Another way to view the importance of this text data was to average the ranking of the charities 
that included that particular word. In essence, this analysis would depict the weight, or importance, of this 

word with regards to how it is viewed in the philanthropic world. Figure 3 is a sample of some words and 
their associated average ranking. For example, for every charity that contained the word “autism”, the 
average ranking of these charities faired at roughly a 2.9 out of 5. This information can be useful to 

Charity Navigator so that they can see how charities that write about themselves in a certain way are 
actually fairing in the philanthropic world. In addition, this type of data would help in formulating 
different lists about what types of charities are “trendig” versus some that require more help (donation 

wise, volunteers, etc.) 



 
Figure 3: Important Words and Associated Average Rating 

 
c. LDA  

As part of natural language processing, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a way to project 

words into a very high-dimensional space and find clusters of data in this space. LDA is a type of topic 

modelling analysis, or a statistical model that processes text in order to discover topics that exist within 

that set.  

 Figure 4 shows the general high level flow of what happens to data for LDA. Essentially all the 

impact data (text) is taken in and processed into a bag of words.  This means only the count of each word 
is known, and sentence structure and order are intentionally ignored.  We used a form of TF-IDF to 
remove words that are common in English.   

 
To explain TF-IDF, essentially, a word is given a value for both TF and IDF, and the ratio is 

computed to find out how important the word is to a document.  The TF term is the term frequency, or 



how many times a word appears in a document.  The IDF term is how many times that word appears in 
English.   

 
If that was too complicated, we basically just removed words that are overly common in English 

(like “the”, “is”, etc.) that will not be an important topic to include. Once those words are removed and 

the most important terms are kept, we cluster the remaining words and produced the results seen in Figure 
7 and Figure 8.  

 

 
Figure 4: High Level Overview of LDA 

 

 
Figure 7: Sample of topics (horizontal axis) and list of charities (vertical axis left) with the weightage of 

each category 
 

 When building the model, a grid search was used to decide the best model by changing two 

parameters, the number of topics and learning decay. The best model found had 15 topics with a log 
likelihood score of -2504928.86406, and perplexity of 1109.64665427.  

 



 LDA gave a result of 15 categories as the sample shown in Figure 7. The top 11 key words of 
each category was listed in Figure 8. From the list, we can see that the charities are well categorized by 

the model, as there are words like art, food, school, health, etc. from which we can easily distinguish one 
category from another. For example, as in Figure 9, the word contributes to the topic most is “student” 
which has about 5,000 occurrences in Topic 6 and in total. Hence, Topic 6 is a category on education, and 

other key words like college, career and scholarship implies Topic 6 has its major charities focusing on 
college education.  

 

 
Figure 8: Tabular list of topics with words 

These results can be viewed at the following site, here.  

 
Figure 9: Screenshot of the visualization site  

4. Conclusion and Recommendation 

 
Seeing as Charity Navigator uses traditional Non-Machine Learning techniques to generate its 

rankings, we knew that providing Charity Navigator with a machine learning approach to its ranking 

system wasn’t useful or helpful.  Similarly, the 990 tax forms also part of the ranking system and are 

https://yucy96.github.io/Charity_Navi/


analyzed without machine learning techniques as well.  As a result, the only data that’s not in use by 
Charity Navigator is the Impact Data, where charities talk about themselves. 

 
Knowing the sorts of topics that charities talk about is the first step to using the Impact Data in 

rankings or recommendations for people.  When customers visit Amazon’s website, they’re immediately 

hit with machine learning generated suggestions on the kinds of products Amazon thinks they’d 
potentially buy.  Similarly, Impact Data (and of course donation history) are the kinds of features that 

Charity Navigator can employ if they were to attempt to recommend charities to people.  In addition to 
financials and accountability statistics, they can use types of charities they like to give people suggestions. 
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